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Introduction 
roundwater recharge is water This recharge model provides a Background 

that crosses the water table groundwater management tool to . 

and is added to the ground- help guide land-use decisions and and setting 
water system; recharge is thus the increase understanding of rechargein Dane County is located in south- 

ultimate source of all groundwater. Dane County. The recharge distribu- central Wisconsin and straddles the 

Understanding recharge and its tions produced by this technique rep- _ boundary between the unglaci- 

distribution is important for making resent an essential input for ground- ated Driftless Area of southwestern 

informed land-use decisions so that water flow models in the county. Wisconsin and the area covered 

the groundwater needs of society . . by glaciers during the Wisconsin 

and the environment can be met. Objectives Glaciation (Clayton and Attig, 1997). 

This report describes the inputs, The objective of this project was to As a result, the unglaciated western 

operation, and application of a soil- delineate and categorize recharge in part of the county has dissected 

water-balance (SWB) model used to Dane County. The resulting recharge uplands and a well-developed drain- 
estimate groundwater recharge in map can be used to identify impor- age system. Hills generally have flat 

Dane County, Wisconsin. tant groundwater recharge areas in tops and are commonly used for 

Groundwater recharge varies spatially Dane County and incorporate them —_pastureland and row crops. Hillslopes 
and temporally. The spatial variation into planning decisions. are steep and commonly forested. 

is due primarily to physical differences The methodology used was a soil- In contrast, the glaciated eastern 

in land use, soils, and topography. water-balance model that estimates tWo-thirds of the county has rolling 
Temporal variation reflects fluctua the spatial distribution of ground- and moderately hilly topography. 
tions in climate and precipitation. water recharge for both present and The drainage system is hot as well 

Local planning decisions cannot past climate and land-use conditions. developed and the region contains 
alter the weather or the geology, but —_As inputs, the model uses readily many lakes and marshes. The eastern 

they can affect land use. Very often, available climate data and geographic __ Part of the county contains numerous 
land use associated with develop- information system (GIS) map data drumlins. 

ment creates additional runoff and layers such as soil characteristics, land Bradbury and others (1999) note that 
decreases recharge. The SWB modelis _ use, and topography. Dane County’s average annual precip- 

a tool for understanding the implica- itation is 30.88 inches (78.44 cm), with 

tions of different land uses for the 60 percent of the precipitation occur- 

groundwater flow system. ting between May and September. 

The county's mean annual air 

temperature is 45.2°F (7.3°C), with an 

Ean § E. | ay average maximum of 82.4°F (28.1°C) 

Re az, } W = Ms in July and at average minimum of 

oo eee | ee 7.2°F (-13.8°C) in January. 
ij 7 re R es pt tt Z “4 ee It Dane coun — use 

b ‘ ees mee TT as increased as the population 

em any ae, ca Hn Ed has grown. Total groundwater use 
Gy Z eu A? : increased from 53 million gallons 

‘ all ad per day to 69 million gallons per day 

: ‘ between 1985 and 2005 (Ellefson and 

Cae E others, 1988; Buchwald, 2011). 

: % A variety of recharge estimates have 

_ been made for Dane County in the 

‘ past decade. Prior to countywide 

‘ : ’ {SIRE groundwater modeling in the 1990s, 

local estimates of average recharge 

rates ranged from 6 to 11 inches 

(15 to 28 cm) per year. Cline (1965) 

1
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estimated a countywide average of available are superior to those used 

6 inches (15 cm) per year based on in past efforts. This work grows out of Metho dology 

a water-budget analysis. Swanson similar recharge estimates conducted 

(1996) used an early version of the for southeastern Wisconsin (SEWRPC/ Recharge model 

SWB technique to estimate recharge WGNHS, 2008). The SWB model has descri tion 

rates of 0.3 to 6.8 inches (0.8 to 17.3 the advantages of fine-scale resolu- Pp . 

cm) per year. Krohelski and others tion (less than 80 acres) and quanti- The recharge model usee soil-water- 

(2000) developed a recharge array fied estimates of recharge. The fine balance (SWB) accounting (0 deter- 

for a countywide groundwater flow scale should be useful for land-use mine thefate.of Precipitation on the 

model; they used a range of 0.2 to 6.7 _ planning. For example, the impact of land surface and within the soil Zone: 

inches (0.5 to 17.0 cm) per year, with a new subdivision on recharge could Thismethod accounts fot the Vallous 

an average of 2.6 inches (6.6 cm) per be simulated by changing land-use Processes that divert Precipitation 

year. Bradbury and others (1999) pre- _—_ categories. The SWB model could from becoming recharge, The ditter: 

sented a generalized map of recharge _ also be used with a groundwater flow Snice between ithe diverting Processes 

areas in the county. Gebert and model to identify and potentially (indicated by negative signs n the! 

others (2007) used base flow separa- protect areas of very high recharge following equation) and precipitation 

tion on streamflow-gaging stations that are also source water areas for represents estimated recharge. 

to estimate recharge for selected surface waters. A comparison of The SWB recharge model operates on 

river and stream basins. The range of estimates from the SWB model with a geographic grid where the recharge 
recharge values for the gaged basins _ base flow separation estimates con- for each cell of the grid is calculated 

varied from 2.7 to 15.0 inches (6.9 to firms that the SWB model recharge daily. The model calculates inputs and 

38.1 cm) per year. Recharge esti- estimates are within reasonable outputs to this primary water-balance 

mates have also been conducted on measured ranges. equation from input data grids that 
smaller scales for the Pheasant Branch relate soil and land use to the terms 

watershed and areas in northwestern 

Dane County (Steuer and Hunt, 2001; 

Krohelski and others, 2002). Calculating recharge 

The recharge estimates described in The model's governing equation is as follows, with the terms defined 
this report represent an improvement below. Each term has the same units as precipitation, in terms of amount 
over previous estimates. In recent per time period (for example, inches per year). 
years, the Wisconsin Geological and 

Natural History Survey (WGNHS) and RECHARGE = precipitation — interception — runoff — 

the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) evapotranspiration — (total soil moisture storage 
have continued to develop and refine capacity of the root zone — antecedent soil moisture) 

the SWB model, improving its con- 
ceptual and theoretical aspects and Recharge: The volumetric rate of Evapotranspiration: The amount of 

its speed of operation. At the same water entering the groundwater water that is either evaporated or 

time, computers and software have flow system over an area. taken up by plants and transpired 

advanced, so it is now far easier and Precipitation: The amount of water through their leaves. 

faster to manipulate the very large that falls to the earth as rain, sleet, _ Total soil moisture storage capacity of 

data arrays required for this model snow, or hail. the root zone: The amount of water 

than it was in the past. Finally, the GIS- Interception: The amount of water that that the soil can hold within its 

based environmental data sets now falls on the plant canopy and either Pore spaces. 

is used by the plants or evaporates,  Antecedent soil moisture: The amount of 

never reaching the ground surface. _ water already stored in the soil. 

Runoff: The amount of water that The difference between total soil 

flows across the land surface. moisture and antecedent soil 

moisture represents the amount of 

water that must be added to the soil 

before recharge occurs. 

2
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in the equation. Daily precipitation is | Administrative Code NR 151) torepre- flow direction input grid. Several tests 

input, and the negative terms on the sent a recent “typical” climate regime of fill thresholds were conducted, and 

right-hand side of the equation are for runoff management for areas near a complete fill was determined to be 

calculated from the model inputs that | Madison, Wisconsin. We used 1981 the most appropriate. A shaded relief 

vary in time and over the land surface. for the model climate data to remain depiction of the DEM is shown in 

Recharge for a given cell is calculated — consistent with the state code and figure 1. 

and stored in an output file. Runoff for — runoff and infiltration models used for Digital soil data from the Natural 

that cell is added to the precipitation Dane County. RESOUFERS Conservation Service 

term for the adjacent lowest-elevation The recharge model uses topographic (NRCS) Soil Survey Geographic 

downslope cell and is subsequently data to determine surface water (SSURGO) Database were used for two 
Partitioned between infiltration into gw direction and route runoff. A input data sets to the model: namely, 

that cell and runoff to be routed standard flow direction calcula- hydrologic group and available 

further downslope. The process is tion was applied to a 30 m digital water storage. The hydrologic group 

then repeated for each day of the elevation model (DEM) from the U.S. is a classification of the infiltration 

model time period. An earlier version —_ Geological Survey's National Elevation _ potential of a soil map unit; it is used 

of the model is described in more Dataset. While more detailed eleva- to calculate runoff in the recharge 

detail in Drips and Bradbury (2007), tion data are available for the area, model input. The primary categories 

and the current model is described by the increased resolution produced range from A (low runoff potential) 

Westenbroek and others (2010). inordinate model computation times. to D (high runoff potential). Several 

: Because DEMs typically include erro- map units in the model domain were 

Model inputs neous depressions that can adversely _classified with dual designations, such 

and outputs influence surface flow routing, astan- as A/D. In these cases, the lower- 

Input to the SWB recharge model dard fill routine was applied to the runoff designation typically indicates 

consisted of daily climate records for DEM before the final calculation of the artificially drained land. Since any 

the model period and four map data 

layers for the model extent: topogra- 

phy, soil hydrologic group, available 

soil water storage, and land use. The Figure 1. Digital elevation model input (showing relief shading) 

model was centered on Dane County _to the SWB model, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

and included portions of surround- 

ing counties. The spatial resolution } ne ZTE, __ : 

of the model grid was approximately i igh HII eee LY) 

98 ft (30 m), which corresponds to the PA GeE Bes Liat AM AE 
resolution of the elevation input data EE dele! LISLE PID yy) 

available from the USGS. Ae PPE Cae: Seg Gr Lg Lyi 
| a oe Sep e SP YIEL IIL, MOE LE GHIA) 

Daily temperature and precipitation Wigee See MA Ee yA) EL ME a PY 
observations recorded at the Dane eee Cie lee ue 4) dy LE ad fel YA 

County Regional Airport in Madison a ae. fee ge) Ube io Ce ye ey es 

were tabulated for model input. Bi ie 4 . yo, ; ; ee Ui, Vi i; Y Wy ae, 4 
Although these climate parameters Bere or es ts ee te LD gf WZ Uys Me Ge f, ih oe 

vary across the county, this data set Vee a ea PET hee, ie eRe 

is representative of the county on (a Ni aes gas ie Most a GEE! POISE 
average. Based on review of regional Yea MP LEA Aes ods ed 
precipitation data (S.R. Corsi, written Sagi Aaa asain eB Ee eee ald ee 

j | PELE ENA A ie a Ba fe | mw POET ie Ade ie commun., 2008), the climate data for Rene Le ANd a RA oe ie BN da fen ae 

year 1981 were selected and incor- ee re ge ee uy A ee Le poe 4 
porated into state code (Wisconsin yale Leg Aa Sep Ah Wa Le ug a eee 

WM facie nA aL LOLA BF Ae De LL 

0 7 $ Data source: U.S. Geological Survey, National Elevation Dataset 
miles 

3
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infiltration occurring in this situation Land-use data are used in calcula- lots. Areas in the county where storm 

would not contribute to groundwater __ tions of interception, runoff, and sewers provide direct connection 

recharge, all dual-designation soil evapotranspiration and for the between transportation-related areas 9g 9 P i) Pp 
map units were reassigned to the determination of root zone depth. and surface water eliminate opportu- 

higher-runoff category for input to Land-use data for 2005, developed by __ nities for infiltration of runoff. These 

the recharge model. A map showing the Capital Area Regional Planning areas were delineated by CARPC using 

the soil hydrologic group data layer is | Commission (CARPC), were provided their records of storm sewer develop- 

provided in figure 2, in which lighter by the Dane County Land Information — ment. The areas were included in the 

colors indicate more infiltration and Office. The land-use categories were model as a modifier of the land-use 

less runoff and darker colors indicate reclassified to match those used in data for the runoff-routing calcula- 

less infiltration and more runoff. the rainfall-runoff method inthe SWB __ tions. Within these areas, any runoff y 
Available water storage, a measure model. Runoff is calculated using the — generated by transportation land-use 

of the amount of water heldina standard SCS/NRCS curve number categories is removed from flow-rout- 

specified soil thickness, is used by method. A map showing the land-use _ing calculations; outside these areas, 

the model for root zone moisture data layer used in the model is pro- runoff from transportation, like other 

accounting. A map showing the avail- vided in figure 4.Asanenhancement __ land-use categories, is routed to the 

able water storage data layer is pro- to the land-use data, an additional next downslope grid cell. 

vided in figure 3. Darker colors show _-Aata layer was developed to better Data grids for the four map inputs 

lower soil water storage capacity; represent the fate of runoff from were generated from these source 
lighter colors show higher soil water transportation-related land-use cate- data sets for input to the model. 

storage capacity. gories, such as roadways and parking imate data from 1981 was input 

Figure 2. Soil hydrologic group input to the SWB model. Soil hydrologic groups: 9 4 gic group inp 
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Figure 3. Soil available water storage “pes rmsd ; _ a . 

input to the SWB model. Ae >. y 3 aL / | 

S 5 r : 
Available water storage Ze OF ane : Wig fe ap ad 6 ny 

high (5.0 in/foot) care Lg ate a J oe ; es | i ane YE, yond Yea 

= Bg : ge i ee. ey | 
low (0.2 in/foot) ps - : 7 ry ia 

3 £ See * 74% 

, oi id ds tat iis con 2 ¥ i gTie My fe AEG 
J a oA = id % i: 

® j 7 + ye Me ’ 4 oa 

ast ; Ve eg 

0 5 Fat ecene: be A gee | 
miles \ yee Mee ps i} se Pa 2 

Data source: U.S. Natural Fe t 3 ? ie Co pai 2, 4 
Resources Conservation § ». e ag ® Sy os ‘ u 

Service, Soil Survey . a iy 5% Lae 4 Ae | ae a 
Geographic Database Lo “e > eer nr hae iat A ee: y | 

Figure 4. Land-use data input to the SWB model. 
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as daily minimum, maximum, ani average will vary with the precipita- daily mini . d R il vary with the precipi 

average temperatures and daily esu ts an tion and antecedent soil moisture. 

precipitation observations. The model li . Some general trends, correlating 

was used to simulate two years of app ications with surficial geology and land-use 

recharge, with the first year used to . patterns, are evident in the recharge 
develop antecedent conditions for Regional recharge map. The greatest spatial control on 
the second year. Output was reported — The recharge map (shown catego- recharge in Dane County is surficial 

as total annual recharge in inches per rized at a reduced scale in figure 5) geology. The unglaciated western 

year. Unrealistic high values (specifi- was prepared as a raster data set in and southwestern part of the county 
cally, recharge greater than 50 inches, Environmental Systems Research (Clayton and Attig, 1997) has the 
or 127 cm, per year) were converted Institute grid format, suitable for highest recharge, shown in dark 

to 50 inches, with the remainder overlay and analysis with other GIS green and blue. Recharge is high here 

likely representing additional runoff data layers. The map was prepared because thin soils with low storage 

to surface Water features. Extractive using existing land use as of 2005 and —_ capacity occur over carbonate and 
(such as quarries), wetland, and water a typical climate year, 1981. For this sandstone bedrock. In contrast, the 
land-use categories _ removed model year, recharge varies by more eastern two-thirds of the county, the 

from further processing and labeled than 10 inches (25 cm) per year across —_ glaciated area, has moderate recharge 
as undefined. These land-use types the county. Using other years with with little variation. In this area, the 

are hydrologically complex and , different precipitation patterns and moderate hydraulic conductivity and 

cannot be accurately represented in antecedent moisture conditions will higher storage capacity of the glacial 
the SWB recharge model. The made] result in different recharge estimates. __ tills reduce recharge rates. The lower 

output “ then smoothed using 4 In general, the pattern of recharge recharge values in the central part 

focal median method with a 19-cell will remain constant, but the overall of the county are due primarily to 
area (approximately 80 acres). urban development in the Madison 

Figure 5. Recharge map for Dane County. 
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Figure 6. Estimates of recharge from base flow measurements. 
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area and its suburbs. In many of those _ evident in some of the newer outlying __In general, the spatial trends seen 

areas, storm water is routed directly to _ residential areas, where there is little in the SWB model (figure 5) are also 

surface waters through storm sewers, to no simulated reduction in recharge — seen in the USGS base flow measure- 

making it unavailable for recharge. between areas identified as agricul- ments, which are shown in figure 6. 

To account for that routing, runoff tural and residential. Runoff from The highest values of base flow are 

was removed from the model when transportation land-use categories in _in the west and southwest portion 

it encountered streets or highways in these areas is not removed from the of the county, while moderate 

areas where storm sewers discharge model as it might ultimately infiltrate values of recharge are found in the 

to surface waters. and become recharge. eastern portion. The two estimates of 

Not all runoff from transportation ; th recharge differ in the north-central 

land-use categories was removed Comparison wit part of the county. There, the SWB 

from the model. In the mid-1980s, dis- other methods recharge estimates are from 7 to 

charge from storm sewers to surface 9 inches (17.8 to 22.9 cm) per year, ; ° The SWB recharge model has been hile the USGS base flow estimates 
waters was recognized as having an compared to USGS base flow mea- watie the > pase row estima 
impact on lakes and streams in urban <j rements (Gebert and others, 2007) are less than 3 inches (7.6 cm) per year 

: for three of the measured basins and 
Dane County. Consequently, storm and to a precipitation runoff model- eater than 12 inches (30.5 cm) 
sewers are now built so that they ing system (PRMS) estimate for the greater than 12 Ini ‘ 5 m per 

route runoff to infiltration basins, Pheasant Branch watershed basin year tor afOurt Gest THe dietence 
retention ponds, and environmental ncenesl EEanecemen General between the two estimates is possibly 

i ji Sey i y due to the assumption that base flow corridors, thus improving infiltration Hunt, 2001). Unlike the USGS base : " 
and reducing runoff to the county's represents all recharge in a basin. In 

flow measurements and the PRMS the case of Pheasant Branch, located 
lakes and streams. The model was estimate, the SWB model does not 5 5 : 
adjusted to account for this policy include-any direct measurements in the glaciated area of Dane County, 

i y the base flow estimate of recharge change. Runoff from transportation of flow in the hydrologic system ; i 

land-use was not removed from the : is 1.1 inches (2.8 cm) per year. The The comparisons between the SWB diffarerice' Between thetwo rechar 
model in areas where updated storm recharge model and the other two Sree 0 recharge 

sewer routing practices have been methods provide a needed check of estimates might reflect the fact 
implemented. This zoning change is the SWB model that much of the recharge does not
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ultimately discharge into Pheasant Although some differences arise Finer-scale inputs would lead to 

Branch Creek, but instead flows among the models (possibly due finer-scale outputs. The precision and 

downward and enters the regional to groundwater flow to a regional accuracy of the input data are also 

groundwater flow system (Steuer and — system versus local discharge or due an issue. The demarcation between 

Hunt, 2001). Similar effects are prob- to differences in the climate data the categories of inputs—land uses 

ably also present for the other two used), the SWB model is generally in and soil types—is drawn as a sharp 

basins in north-central Dane county, agreement with the other methods. line in the input data, but the actual 

with recharge estimates below This agreement provides increased locations may vary or gradually 

3 inches (7.6 cm) per year. confidence when applying the transition. For example, the dimen- 

The PRMS recharge estimates gener- smaller-scale recharge results to the sions of an infiltration basin might be 

ally agree with those generated by entire county. less than 30 meters and thus would 

the SWB model for the basin where a not be included in the model as a 

the PRMS analysis was conducted. The Model limitations closed basin. 
PRMS analysis estimated a recharge The accuracy of the recharge pre- This SWB model had to be altered to 

range from 2.3 to 9.7 inches (5.8 to dicted by this model is limited by avoid introducing error into recharge 

24.6 cm) per year, with an average the uncertainty and resolution of calculations through the handling 
of 8.1 inches (20.6 cm) per year; the the input parameter grids and by of runoff and infiltration. The digital 

range of recharge based on the SWB the model itself. The SWB model was elevation model was used to route 

for the typical year, 1981, is 2.5 to developed to make use of readily any precipitation that was not infil- 
11.3 inches (6.4 to 28.7 cm) per available data. The resolution of that _ trated or intercepted ina single cell. 

year, with an average of 9.1 inches data determines the resolution of If a basin contained a closed depres- 

(23.1 cm) per year. The difference the recharge output. In this model, sion along a flow path, large amounts 

between these two analyses is small the physical resolution was limited of the runoff could be included as 

and might be reduced further by to 30 meters or more (approximately recharge, resulting in unreasonably 

using the same climate data. An 98 feet), based on the digital eleva- large recharge values greater than 

earlier version of the SWB model tion model, the land-use records, 1,000 inches (2,540 cm) per year. To 

(Dripps, 2003) used the same climate and the soils data. The temporal account for this, the digital elevation 

data for the Pheasant Branch basin resolution also affects the accu- model was altered to eliminate all 

with the result that the SWB and racy of the model. In this model, closed depressions, thus forcing the 
PRMS analyses were in excellent the precipitation data were input digital elevation model to slope to a 
agreement. as a total daily value, so the model surface water body that could accept 

cannot differentiate between a steady the runoff. 

rainfall and a 30-minute storm event. The model further limited infiltration 

by assuming a value of hydraulic con- 

| SS Ss “a See. ee ductivity and a unit gradient for each 
? — of the four soil hydrologic groups. 

— oS aan Y In reality, the variation between and 

. i ee: a5 sii, = 7 ont os 3 i am j within the groups would be signifi- 
ee asin ei H : 7 wild cant, so infiltration might easily be 

ee = aie gat aul overestimated or underestimated by 
el Se ood Reh |e ee s f an order of magnitude under unit 

ao a 4 EE gradient or saturated conditions. An 

; upper bound on this error was set by 

i limiting the recharge in any cell to 

50 inches (127 cm) per year; effec- 

, tively converting the excess recharge 

: ; to runoff and removing it from the 

RAIS cap oti Sates ay ; model. 

| Cnr in housing development 
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Uncertainty in land-use categories ‘ precipitation varied from a low of 

and evapotranspiration (ET) repre- Climate and recharge 21.1 inches (23.6 cm) per year in 1958 

sents another potential model error. 5 , a toa high of 44.4 inches (112.8 cm) 

The amount of ET for the different recharge typically ihefeasing when per year in 2007, while recharge 

land-use categories depends on precipration increases and decreas- averaged over Dane County varied 

values of rooting depths for the differ- Oe umes Sf drought. In from 4.5 inches (11.4 cm) per year 

ent soil types for assumed vegetation fae eae ee in 1958 to 20.4 inches (51.8 cm) per 

in the specified land-use category. . whition and ee spate ae year in 2008. A period of consecutive 

The model output is very sensitive vein . P h dry years can cause recharge levels 

to these rooting depths, and there is ave important impacts onrec arge. to drop dramatically. From 1985 to 
5. -_ ain These variables are incorporated into gtd 

probably significant variation within the model via the procassas’of runoff 1989, precipitation decreased from 

land-use categories. For example, . . a "38.9 inches (98.8 cm) per year to 

residential vegetation can vary from Infiltration, and evapotransplration: 23.4 inches (59.4 cm) per year, while 

deep-rooted trees to shallow-rooted The SWB model was used to illustrate recharge decreased from 14.8 inches 

grass, but the model assigns the same __ the relationship between climate and —_(37.6 cm) per year to 4.8 inches 
rooting depths for all vegetation in recharge. Figure 7 shows the varia- (12.2 cm) per year. Conversely, a 
the residential land-use category. tion of precipitation and recharge period of wet years causes recharge 

The SWB model has limitations in over time for Dane County between to increase. Between 2006 and 2008, 

areas where the water table is close 1950 and 2008, with land use held precipitation was well above average, 
to the Surface: such as in. Wetland constant to the 2005: distribution. At with the result that recharge was also 
and surface water areas and along the time of modeling, the December well above average. A similar period 

riparian stream corridors. In these 2008 climate data wersinot available of wet years preceded 1993. Spring 

conditions, evapotranspiration is ane thus SRE ROCIGIEES BETIS flooding occurred in Dane County in 
constantly occurring (unless the analysis, Although the 2008 results 1993 and in 2008 after heavy rainfalls. 
water is frozeri) because'the roots only include the first 11 months, the The increased recharge helps explain 
are always in contact with the water overall recharge estimate for 2008 is both why the flooding occurred and 

table. However, the SWB model only not expected to change significantly why flood waters persisted in some 
applies ET following precipitation or since little recharge typically occursin — areas, The saturated soils would not 
showmelt, assuming that water is not December. During this period, annual _—_ have been able to store any additional 

available for ET after infiltration to 

recharge. For this reason, wetlands 

are not included in the model output. 
Pits and quarries were excluded Figure 7. Precipitation and SWB model 

because their status as a recharge recharge for Dane County from 1950 to 2008. 

area is dependent on whether the 

pit or quarry is being dewatered, a 

detail the model cannot incorporate. | 

Surface waters are also not within 40 5 —e= Recharge 

the calibrated ranges of inputs for 

the SWB model and were therefore 

excluded. ~ ae | 

Finally, the model assumes that the & 

soil types in the NRCS SSURGO data- 8 20 | 
base are representative of the subsur- 2 4 N 

face from the ground surface to the \ | 

water table. This assumption may be 10 | f F 1 

violated if, for example, an outwash 

sand overlies a lake clay. 0 

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 

Year 
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water, leading to increased runoff Recharge is variable over time and 

flooding immediately following heavy Summary location. The annual SWB recharge 

rainfalls; the increased recharge new estimate of the distribu- for Dane County varied from less 

would have caused the water table tion of groundwater recharge than 5 inches (12.7 cm) per year to 

to rise to the ground surface at some © for Dane County, Wisconsin, is more than 20 inches (50.8 cm) per 

locations, resulting in long-term based on a soil-water-balance (SWB) year in the period from 1950 to 2008. 

flooding that only subsides after the recharge model constructed for the This temporal variation is caused by 

groundwater system drains suf- county. Results from the applica- annual climatic variability. The varia- 

ficiently to allow the water table to tion of that model are in reasonably tion of recharge in space depends 

drop beneath the land surface. good agreement with other recharge the land use, the soil type, and 

The relationship between recharge estimates with respect to relative the land surface topography. Society 
and precipitation is also illustrated amounts of recharge. The strength of Most alters recharge by altering land 
in figure 8. This plot indicates that, the SWB model is its high resolution use, with the other inputs being less 
as expected, higher precipitation and relatively low effort. Its weak- easily changed by human interaction. 
is correlated with higher recharge. nesses are the lack of direct measure- This gives land-use planning a critical 

It also indicates the variation of ments and the reliance on imperfectly ‘le in recharge management. 

recharge with similar precipitation. modeled hydrologic processes. The 

For instance, the average recharge recharge map was prepared ona 

across Dane County varies from less scale of approximately 80 acres, which 

than 7 inches (17.8 cm) per year to is much smaller than the subwater- 

nearly 14 inches (35.6 cm) peryear at — shed or watershed scale of previous 

the average annual precipitation of estimates. This project has produced 

32.5 inches (82.6 cm) per year. That both a detailed GlS-based recharge 

variation is due to the other climatic coverage for the county and a tool 

factors: the antecedent soil moisture, (the SWB model itself) for generating 

unmelted snow from the previous other recharge estimates for different 

year's precipitation, the strength and scenarios such as changing climate 

duration of rainfall, and the amount and variations in land use. 

of evapotranspiration as controlled by 

temperature. 

Figure 8. A cross-plot of precipitation 
versus SWB model recharge for Dane County. 
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